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Since the concept of AANA was introduced, various investigations have been established by many authors. For more detail, we can refer to Chandra and Ghosal \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\], Ko et al. \[[@CR5]\], Yuan and An \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\], Wang et al. \[[@CR8]\], Tang \[[@CR9]\], Shen and Wu \[[@CR10]\], and so forth.
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                \begin{document}$$P\biggl(\max_{m\leq k \leq n}\frac{ \vert \sum_{i=1}^{k} X_{i} \vert }{b_{k}}\geq \epsilon\biggr)\leq \epsilon^{-2}\Biggl( \sum_{k=m+1}^{n} \frac{EX_{k}^{2}}{b_{k}^{2}}+\sum_{k=1}^{m} \frac{EX_{k}^{2}}{b_{m}^{2}}\Biggr). $$\end{document}$$ Since then, this type inequality has been studied by many authors. For example, Gan \[[@CR13]\] gave the Hájek--Rényi inequality for Banach-space-valued random variables, Liu, Gan, and Chen \[[@CR14]\] studied the Hájek--Rényi inequality for NA random variables, Ko et al. \[[@CR5]\] obtained the Hájek--Rényi inequality for AANA random variables, and Nam et al. \[[@CR11]\] investigated the maximal inequalities for *m*-AANA random variables. Furthermore, Miao \[[@CR15]\] investigated the Hájek--Rényi inequality for *H*-valued dependent random vectors with mean zero.

In this paper, we obtain the Hájek--Rényi inequality, and, as an application, we give the strong law of large numbers for *m*-AANA random vectors in a Hilbert space. In particular, we extend the results in Nam, Hu, and Volodin \[[@CR11]\] to a Hilbert space.

Some lemmas {#Sec2}
===========

We start with the property of *m*-asymptotically almost negatively associated (*m*-AANA) random variables, which can be easily obtained from the definition of *m*-AANA random variables.
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Nam et al. \[[@CR11]\] extended Lemma [2.2](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"} to the case of *m*-AANA sequence.
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-----
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Remark {#FPar10}
------
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Main results {#Sec3}
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Remark {#FPar13}
------
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Proof {#FPar14}
-----

See the proof of Theorem 1 in Fazekas \[[@CR16]\]. □

Note that by using ([3.4](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) we can also prove Theorem [3.1](#FPar11){ref-type="sec"}.

From Theorem [3.1](#FPar11){ref-type="sec"} we can get the following more generalized Hájek--Rényi inequality.

Theorem 3.2 {#FPar15}
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Remark {#FPar17}
------
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Proof {#FPar18}
-----

See the proof of Theorem 3 in Fazekas \[[@CR16]\]. □

Note that by using ([3.9](#Equ14){ref-type=""}) we can also prove Theorem [3.2](#FPar15){ref-type="sec"}.

Applications {#Sec4}
============
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*Let* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\{b_{n}, n\geq1\}$\end{document}$ *be a nondecreasing sequence of positive numbers*. *Let* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\{X_{n}, n\geq1\}$\end{document}$ *be a sequence of mean*-*zero* *H*-*valued* *m*-*AANA random vectors with mixing coefficients* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\{q(n), n\geq1\}$\end{document}$ *such that* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}q^{2}(n)<\infty$\end{document}$. *If* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ \sum_{i=1}^{\infty}\frac{E \Vert X_{i} \Vert ^{2}}{b_{i}^{2}}< \infty, $$\end{document}$$ *then*, *for* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$0< r<2$\end{document}$, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ E\sup_{n\geq1}\biggl(\frac{ \Vert S_{n} \Vert }{b_{n}} \biggr)^{r}< \infty. $$\end{document}$$

Proof {#FPar20}
-----

Note that, for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$0< r<2$\end{document}$, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$E\sup_{n\geq1}\biggl(\frac{ \Vert S_{n} \Vert }{b_{n}}\biggr)^{r}< \infty\quad \Leftrightarrow\quad \int _{1}^{\infty}P\biggl(\sup_{n\geq1} \frac{ \Vert S_{n} \Vert }{b_{n}}>t^{\frac{1}{r}}\biggr)\,dt< \infty. $$\end{document}$$ By ([3.1](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) and ([4.1](#Equ15){ref-type=""}) we get $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \int_{1}^{\infty}P\biggl(\sup_{n\geq1} \frac{ \Vert S_{n} \Vert }{b_{n}}>t^{\frac {1}{r}}\biggr)\,dt \leq& \frac{4m C}{\epsilon^{2}} \int_{1}^{\infty}t^{-\frac {2}{r}}\sum _{n=1}^{\infty}\frac{E \Vert X_{n} \Vert ^{2}}{b_{n}^{2}} \,dt \\ =& \frac{4m C}{\epsilon^{2}} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty}\frac{E \Vert X_{n} \Vert ^{2}}{b_{n}^{2}} \int_{1}^{\infty}t^{-\frac{2}{r}} \,dt \\ < &\infty. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ □

Theorem 4.2 {#FPar21}
-----------

*Let* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\{b_{n}, n\geq1\}$\end{document}$ *be a nondecreasing unbounded sequence of positive real numbers*. *If* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\{X_{n}, n\geq1\}$\end{document}$ *is a sequence of* *H*-*valued* *m*-*AANA random vectors with mixing coefficients* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\{q(n), n\geq1\}$\end{document}$ *such that* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}$\end{document}$ $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$q^{2}(n)<\infty$\end{document}$ *and* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$EX_{n}=0$\end{document}$. *If* ([4.1](#Equ15){ref-type=""}) *is satisfied*, *then* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ \frac{S_{n}}{b_{n}}\rightarrow0\quad \textit{a.s.} $$\end{document}$$

Proof {#FPar22}
-----

By Theorem [3.2](#FPar15){ref-type="sec"} we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$P\Biggl(\max_{l\leq k\leq n} \Biggl\Vert \frac{1}{b_{k}}\sum _{i=1}^{k} X_{i} \Biggr\Vert > \epsilon\Biggr)\leq \frac{16m C}{\epsilon^{2}} \Biggl(\sum_{i=l+1}^{n} \frac{E \Vert X_{i} \Vert ^{2}}{b_{i}^{2}}+\frac {1}{b_{l}^{2}}\sum_{i=1}^{l} E \Vert X_{i} \Vert ^{2}\Biggr). $$\end{document}$$ However, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} P\Biggl(\sup_{n\geq1} \Biggl\Vert \frac{1}{b_{n}}\sum _{i=1}^{n} X_{i} \Biggr\Vert > \epsilon\Biggr) =&\lim_{n\rightarrow\infty}P\Biggl(\max_{l\leq k\leq n} \Biggl\Vert \frac{1}{b_{k}}\sum_{i=1}^{k} X_{i} \Biggr\Vert >\epsilon\Biggr) \\ \leq& \frac{16m C}{\epsilon^{2}} \Biggl(\sum_{j=l+1}^{\infty}\frac{E \Vert X_{j} \Vert ^{2}}{b_{j}^{2}}+\sum_{j=1}^{l} \frac{E \Vert X_{j} \Vert ^{2}}{b_{l}^{2}}\Biggr). \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ By the Kronecker lemma we get $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\lim_{n\rightarrow\infty}P\Biggl(\sup_{n\geq1} \Biggl\Vert \frac{1}{b_{n}}\sum_{i=1}^{n} X_{i} \Biggr\Vert >\epsilon\Biggr)=0. $$\end{document}$$ Hence, the proof is complete. □

Remark {#FPar23}
------

Note that Theorem [4.2](#FPar21){ref-type="sec"} can be also proved by the Hájek--Rényi-type maximal inequality for moments ([3.9](#Equ14){ref-type=""}) (see Theorem 2 of Fazekas \[[@CR16]\]).

From Theorem [3.2](#FPar15){ref-type="sec"} we have the following:

Corollary 4.3 {#FPar24}
-------------

*Let* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$m\geq1$\end{document}$ *be an integer*. *If* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$\{ X_{n}, n\geq1\}$\end{document}$ *is a sequence of mean*-*zero* *H*-*valued* *m*-*AANA random vectors with mixing coefficients* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\{q(n), n\geq1\}$\end{document}$ *such that* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}q^{2}(n)<\infty$\end{document}$, *then*, *for any* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$0< t<2$\end{document}$ *and* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\epsilon>0$\end{document}$, *we have* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ P\biggl(\sup_{j\geq l}\frac{ \Vert S_{j} \Vert }{j^{\frac{1}{t}}}\geq\epsilon \biggr)\leq16mC \epsilon^{-2} \frac{2}{2-t}l^{(t-2)/t}\sup _{n} E \Vert X_{n} \Vert ^{2}, $$\end{document}$$ *where* *l* *is an arbitrary positive number*.

From Theorems [4.1](#FPar19){ref-type="sec"} and [4.2](#FPar21){ref-type="sec"} we have the following:

Corollary 4.4 {#FPar25}
-------------

*Let* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
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                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\{ X_{n}, n\geq1\}$\end{document}$ *is a sequence of mean*-*zero* *H*-*valued* *m*-*AANA random vectors with mixing coefficients* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\{q(n), n\geq1\}$\end{document}$ *such that* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
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                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}q^{2}(n)<\infty$\end{document}$ *and* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$$ E\sup_{n}\biggl(\frac{ \Vert S_{n} \Vert }{n^{\frac{1}{t}}} \biggr)^{r}< \infty \quad \textit{for }0< r< 2, $$\end{document}$$ *and* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
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                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ \frac{S_{n}}{n^{\frac{1}{t}}}\rightarrow0\quad \textit{a.s. as }n \rightarrow \infty. $$\end{document}$$

Remark {#FPar26}
------

If $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$E \Vert X_{n} \Vert ^{2}<\infty$\end{document}$, then all results in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} still hold (see Miao \[[@CR15]\]).

Conclusions {#Sec5}
===========

Note that 1-AANA is AANA. Hence, when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$m=1$\end{document}$, some lemmas in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} and the main results in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} still hold for AANA random vectors in a Hilbert space.The results in Nam, Hu, and Volodin \[[@CR11]\] can be extended to a Hilbert space only when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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